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SSEEAAMMEEOO--JJaappaann  EESSDD  AAwwaarrdd  
Theme for 2013: Values Education  

Submission of Promoting morality, Contributing the reading behavior, and   

                           Anti-drugs 

Date of submission : September 16
th

, 2013 
 

PART I: Details of Your School  

1. Name of your school:  Yangkampittayakom  School 

2. Full address:  199  Huaiyang sub-district   Kranuan District   Khonkaen Provonce 

3. Postcode:  40170 

4. Country:  Thailand 

5. Telephone number (country code+city code+telephone number): 043210712   

6. Fax number (country code+city code+fax number):    043210712   

7. Name of the School Director:  Dr. Natthaporn  Chinnabut 

8. Name of Teacher Coordinator: Miss Manlikamart  Tiemrin 

9. Email address :  

10.  School website (if available): www.ykp.ac.th 

11. Educational level :  Grade 7 -12 

12. Number of teachers in your school:  24   

13. Number of students in your school: 379 

 
14. Names of teachers and students who have been involved in the planning and 

implementation of this school activity/programme on Values Education.  

 

Teachers:  

a) Dr.   Natthaporn      Chinnabut  

b) Mrs. Phenprapa       Intarapanya 

c) Miss Piyanoot         Thiangsong 

d) Miss Manlikamart   Tiemrin 

e) Mr.   Prompiriya     Muengkhan 

f) Mr.   Teerawat         Kamonchuang 

g) Mrs.  Lakkana         Ruenglae 

h) Mrs.  Waladda         Wainusit 

i) Mrs.  Natpatsorn      Phettanakul 

j) Mrs.  Radawan        Noisena          

 

Students: All of students at Yangkampittayakom school 

a) 379  students 
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PART II: Information about the School’s Values Education Activity/Programme       

 

The information of part II from no.1 to 14 should be no longer than nine (9) pages long of A4 

in total. The information should be written in Times New Roman font, 11-12 point size.  

 

1. Title of the school‟s programme    

Promoting morality, Contributing the reading behavior, and Anti-drugs  

 

2. Summary of the programme (a half to one page A4)  

           The project of  “Promoting morality, Contributing the reading behavior, and Anti-drugs” is 

on behalf of  Yangkampittayakom school, kranuan district, Khonkaen province, Secondary 

Educational Service Area Office 25, Thailand. 

                        The implementation of this project is implemented of the plan in fiscal 2012. The project 

is operating with three sub-activities. 

                1. Activities to promote virtue, ethics and morality for students. 

                2. Activities to promote the development reading behavior. 

                3. Activities to promote life skills to anti-drugs. 

               All of three main activities are supported  encourage in students to achieve the desirable 

features eight points in the Basic education curriculum BE 2551. 

 
The promotion of morality. 

               Students understand the activities to promote values education, cultivate moral awareness 

both inside and outside the school. Parents participate in activities that promote moral ethics., 

disciplined adherence to formal rules and practices of the school, readiness working together to 

achieve. Unselfish  and  kindness, be professional in activities within the community to the students 

regularly.  

 

The  reading behavior. 

                Students understand the activities to develop reading behavior. Supporting activities that 

promote reading and expression of students regularly. Promoting students' s skills in all four 

areas.(Tzu Chi Pu ri). Recognizing the importance of activities that promote reading behavior to be 

used in daily life. Promoting learning resources to encourage reading behavior inside and outside 

the school. 

 

The life skills activities anti-drugs. 

                 The parents are involved in surveillance behavior to avoid drugs. The publicity campaign 

for community leaders and residents in the village have a better understanding. Our school try to  

screen at risk for drug therapy with related departments always and promoting life skills by the 

knowledge of scholars, and also to raise awareness for parents, community, school committee and 

students about the role of deterrence vice, gambling and controversy.  

 

3. Background information or reasons why the school created this programme   

 

            In B.E. 2550, the constitution of Thailand stipulated the development of education quality. 

The study described in chapter 5 part  4 of the basic policy of the state  about religious, social 

policy , public health , education and culture section 80 ( 3) and ( 4 ) the need to implement the 

policy as follows: ( 3 ) Improving the quality and standards. Education at all levels conformed to the 

economic and social changes . Providing a national education plans and  the national legislation to 

improved education. Providing quality teachers to advance abreast of the changing global society. 

To instill students with a sense of Thai . ( 4 ) To promote and support decentralization to local 

government community, religious organizations and private organization and has been involved in 

education to improve quality standards  for providing equal education and consistent with the basic 
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policy of the State . It was defined by the National Education Act B.E. 2542 as amended (No. 2) 

Act, 2545 , section 6 of education must be have developed Thailand into a complete human body, 

mind, intellect and knowledge with moral and ethical and cultural life. They can live happily with 

others. Section 23 of the Education  emphasized the importance of moral knowledge . Learning 

process and integrate  appropriate for each level of education. Section 24 ( 3 ) The activities that the 

students have a real learning experience . Training make a habit of  reading and need for knowledge 

continuously ( 4) the teaching process is incorporating knowledge in various fields  as well as 

cultivate a balanced moral values are pretty good and values education  in all subjects and  Section 

28, paragraph two of the material course in both academic and professional. The need to develop a 

balanced of knowledge, thinking ability, decency and social responsibility. 

              Cultivating the virtue to students in Thailand, we are now in a situation that is extremely 

supportive with the decline in the morality of  people. All levels of society, it  appears in the news 

every day, there  are corruption, crimes, Substance abuse and drug trafficking, which is prevalent in 

the youth of Thailand such as  undergraduate  secondary  or even  in  primary secondary school. 

Moreover , the grounds of sex crimes cause female students, the sex of the student, students live 

together in marriage and controversy of students both within the institution and outside the 

institution.  

               The Problems are  in such a group of young people and everybody is agree that  

Thailand‟s youth  lack of  be cultivated  in the  moral sustained no serious action to resolve the 

problem and  is not permanent. The social needs Thailand„s youth development  to quality mature 

and also can coexist happily with others. A survey of those who were out of work  about 17 percent 

were found that they were lack of skills, knowledge and experience, about  83 percent were out of 

work because behavior and personality. At the same time, there was a survey of proprietor  to 

consider employing individuals in various agencies, organizations, institutions. It‟s found that most 

entrepreneurs need the employees who have already graduated  that are  virtue ,ethics, phenomenon 

in society such a direct effect from the cultivated  the morality itself. 

                The Basic Education Core Curriculum BE 2551 has set a goal of one's the virtue, morality 

and  values education.  There are self-esteem, self-discipline, and behave the principles of 

buddhism.  Holding the sufficiency economy, and the  eight points of the values education; love of 

nation, religion and king, honesty and integrity, self-discipline, avidity for learning, observance of 

principles of Sufficiency Economy Philosophy in one‟s way of life, dedication and commitment to 

work, cherishing Thai-ness, public-mindedness. There is also an opportunity for school more 

desirable set of features to conform  the social context and focus. 

                      From above , Yangkampittayakam school can be implemented to achieve the intent of the 

Constitution ,including  the National Education Act of B.E.2542 and The Basic Education Core 

Curriculum B.E. 2551, has plan  to develop the virtue, morality and  values education of the 

students. Moreover, we have try to contribute the development of reading behavior,  and there are  

life skills far away from drugs.  The project was name  " Promoting morality, Contributing the 

reading behavior, and Anti-drugs " and this project was completed in 2012. Therefore, it is the 

assessment of  the project about  the results and problems of the implementation. In order to 

improve operational efficiency  with students and for developing our next project. 

 

4. School vision, mission and core values    

School Vision: Yangkampittayakom  school  is  the  ideal of  lab school project. The school 

manage quality education to provide students with knowledge and morality. Leading the way for 

various ICT technologies , holding the sufficient economy way, avoiding drugs and being happy 

both in the physical and mental in the ASEAN society. 

 

School Mission:  

1 . Developing students have educational standards . 

2 . Developing teachers with technical knowledge consistently and continuously. 

3 . Making curriculum and courses to use such in a system . 

4 . Focused on  students center  is important. There are emphasis on analytical thinking process, 

synthesis of critical thinking and creative thinking ,  and  to assess the development of the students 

effectively. 
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5 . Development cooperation of the school board and community in a system. 

6 .Developing learning resources both inside and outside, and to facilitate with various technology 

media. 

7 .Promoting and supporting  teachers and students  provide the instruction media suitably 

8. Developing students' s morality, ethics and values education. 

9. Developing students to have good health and free from drugs. 

10.Development buildings is safe  and make the beautiful environment for conducive to learning . 

 

5. Objectives/goals of the programme  

 

The objectives of this project are : 
        1. To educate students  teachers and community  about morality, development of  the reading 

behavior and  the harmful drugs. 
        2. To raise awareness  students  teachers and community  about morality, development of  the 

reading behavior and  the harmful drugs. 

        3. To be able to apply the knowledge  in daily  life and can living happily in society. 

        4. To be able to apply the knowledge that has been develop to help people and society even in  

the future. 

 

6. Values that the school aims for within the programme and/or definitions   

1. Love of nation, religion and king  

2. Honesty and integrity  

3. Self-discipline  

4. Avidity for learning  

5. Observance of principles of Sufficiency Economy Philosophy in one‟s way of life  

6. Dedication and commitment to work   

7. Cherishing Thai-ness  

8. Public-mindedness 

 

7. Period of the time when the programme was or has been implemented    

The  project of  “Promoting virtue, Contributing  the reading behavior, and Against drugs” are 

being implemented during the academic year 2012 

 

8. Activities (Actions and strategies of  implementation)      

 

8.1 Strategies of implementation 

1. Integrated Learning in the eight standards and indicators. 

2. Organized activities to develop learners. 

3. Providing programs / activities for the development of values education by cooperating with 

the community. 

4. Cultivating values education supplemented in the routine of school. 

 

8.2 Actions of implementation 

 

         The implementation of this project is implemented of the plan in fiscal 2012. The project is 

operated with three main activities. 

                1. Activities to promote virtue, ethics and morality. 

                2. Activities to promote the development reading behavior. 

                3. Activities to promote life skills to anti-drugs. 

 

         All three main activities encourage students to achieve values education eight points in the 

basic education curriculum B.E. 2551, which was performed as follows. 

                1. Preparation 

                2. Planned and writing projects. 
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                3. Implementation 

                4. Evaluation. 

                5. Populations and samples. 

                6. Creation tool for evaluate project. 

                7. Collecting data. 

                8. Analysis. 

                9. Statistics used for data analysis. 

 

Preparation  

                Meeting all of teachers and school board  to determine patterns. The teacher is important 

to clarify the details of the policy, strategies and measures to strengthen the values education system 

in Thailand. After that,  To order  school board as committees for the implementation and 

evaluation. The Board of Directors will be operating during the period specified in the plan. 

 

Planned and writing projects. 

             1. Meeting committees responsible tasks for the period of this project and activities to 

practice each time. 

            2. Prepare action plan and a project. 
 

Implementation 

1. The implementation of the project including the date / time specified in the calendar of  

the  project work. 

2. Monitoring conducted according to the calendar, Performance of the project. 

 

Evaluation. 

            1. Evaluating and assessing of the project. To conclude that the project has achieved. 

The objectives defined or not any problems or obstacles that need to be modified by the. 

Analysis of data obtained from the questionnaire. Evaluating  the success of the project  from the 

objectives and goals of the project. 

            2. Reporting the results after completion of the project within 15 days. 

            3.The project evaluation reports  within 30 days after completion of the evaluation through a 

research project. 

 

Populations and samples. 

             Populations: 

                       Teachers  24 

                       Students   379 

                       Parents and school board  

             Sampling: 

                       Teachers  24 

                       Students   191 

                       Parents and school board   190 

                        Using the Simple Random Sampling by Krejcie  and Morgan 

 

Creation tool for evaluate project. 

            Questionnaire  is the tool of this project 

         Part 1 about general information 

         Part 2 about the opinion the project‟ s implementation 

 

Collecting data. 

          The questionnaire for teachers, students, parents in the academic year 2555.  The total was 

about  405 respondents. After the completion of the project “Promoting morality, Contributing the 

reading behavior, and Anti-drugs”  
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Analysis. 

               1. Checking all of the questionnaires. 

               2. Completing the questionnaire with information to organize data into code. 

               3. Analyzing data using SPSS. 

 

Statistics used for data analysis. 

               1. Positioning to determine the percentage of respondents. 

               2. Determining the level of feedback on the project, the average ( X ) and standard 

deviation (SD). 

 
        The Basic Education Core Curriculum focuses on learners‟ development for attainment of the 

following values education, enabling learners to enjoy a life of  harmony among others as Thai 

citizens and global citizens. Therefore, this project provided the three main activities though these 

values education in various sub-activities as following: 

 

1. Love of nation, religion and king 

1.1 Activities of the religious significance of the king such as Constitution Day 

Vesakhabucha Day, Mother's Day, Father's Day, the day King Mahavachirawut 

1.2 Singing the national flagpole in the morning and evening. 

1.3 Buddhist student activity 

1.4 Prayers pour compassionate.  

1.5 Merit in every Buddhist Sabbath 

1.6 Soma tan unethical activity every day. 

1.7 Memorial tree planting activities. 

1.8 Making good things for the king 

1. 2. Honesty and integrity 

             2.1 The good bank 

             2.2 Camp morality and ethics camp. 

             2.3 Buddhist schools. 

             2.4 Note the good things 

             2.5 The lost has been restored activities 

             2.6 Good student of the Year. 

             2.7 Praise the good activities 

2. 3.Orderly 

             3.1 Democratic activities / student council / student discipline. 

             3.2 Moral activity camps and Scouts camp  

             3.3 To behave according to the rules / agreement of the classroom and school. 

             3.4 5s activity 

             3.5 The good bank activity 

             3.6 saving money 

             3.7 Cleaning surrounding colors zone and colors group activities 

             3.8 Activities in line, walk the line, line up back home, line up to buy food and service. 

3. 4. Avidity for learning 

             4.1 Living Library / Library 3 D / baskets of knowledge. 

             4.2 Teaching project 

             4.3 Reading activities such as reading a news in the morning, make the little books, stop 

work for all to read, note about reading, tales from the Reading, bookworm, Thai and English one 

word and my little like narrative 

             4.4 Rally activities, such as computers and the Internet. 

             4.5 Study of learning  and  field trips. 

             4.6 Encourage students to participate or compete academic activities. 

             4.7 Threads with the Internet 

             4.8 Reading a book to the parents 

             4.9 Audio lines activity 
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             4.10 Academic camp activity such as Science camp and moral camp 

5. Observance of principles of Sufficiency Economy Philosophy in one’s way of life  

             5.1 Career activities such as mushroom cultivation, planting vegetation. planting Palm sales 

fence eating crop vegetation. Freshwater fish, pigs, three chickens species. The plastic fish pond bio 

organic fertilizer. The fabric softener. Herbal liquid soap liquid soap before doing triples. 

             5.2 The use of learning resources and local knowledge. 

             5.3 Savings money. 

             5.4 Quality of student life. 

             5.5 Succession of activity from the older to the younger 

             5.6 Student Award activity 

             5.7 Bank in school 

             5.8 Note expenditure on student 

             5.9 To save water - electricity. 

             5.10  Cooperative activities in school 

             5.11 Waste Bank activity 

4. 6. Dedication and commitment to work 

             6.1 Career activities. 

             6.2 Community Activities and interest groups such as craft Rally. 

             6.3 Responsible activity area / building / classroom 

             6.4 5s activity 

             6.5 Contests group colors, color zone area activity 

             6.6 Activities based on aptitude. 

             6.7 All organic and a Young Soil Doctors school 

             6.8 The school garden 

             6.9 Activity plant propagation 

             6.10 Landscaping trays to the trade activity 

             6.11 Experimental mathematics project activities 

             6.12 wards scholarships to students of classes who is good of behavior and diligence. 

5. 7. Cherishing Thai-ness 

             7.1 Rally promote the music, dance like a flute, drum Thailand Manora dance standards. 

             7.2 Rally promote sports like chess Thailand Takraw Thailand Muay Thai 

             7.3 Promotional games and Thailand 

             7.4 Courtesy promote Thailand as I know I do not know that I know pretty well behaved 

respect Thailand Thailand Thailand beauty. Morning greetings. Contest courtesy Thailand 

             7.5 Activities at the idiom Thailand / English 

             7.6 Activity days are local religious and cultural traditions, such as Wai Kru Ceremony,  

Songkran Day,  Mother's Day and Loy Krathong. 

             7.7 love yourself 

             7.8 Merit in every Buddhist Sabbath  

             7.9 Thailand is unique activities like read longhand Thumnongsana figures show Thailand 

Thailand. 

            7.10 Wear the Thai dress with fabric on the first day wearing the local weekly 

            7.11 Promote Thailand as a regional intelligence woven mat weaving traditional Thailand 

massage. 

6. 8. Public-mindedness 

            8.1 Participants perform in their prime, such as tree planting day together. 

            8.2 Development by cleaning road, village hall, school, community and destinations. 

            8.3 Aegypti eradication activities 

            8.4 Community development volunteer activity 

            8.5 Friends Help Friends activity, older help younger teach reading and writing. 

            8.6 Donate to help flood victims 
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9. Teaching strategies or pedagogies used for teaching values in the school   

Student-Centered Teaching Methods 

1. Concept mapping 

      Students create a visual representation (similar to a flow chart) that identifies and shows the  

interconnections among various ideas related to a specific topic or problem. 

2. Tutorial worksheets 

      Students work through guided-discovery  worksheets that lead them through a chain of logic to 

solve a problem or overcome a conceptual difficulty.  Students complete the exercises in small 

groups, while the instructor circulates among the groups to ask targeted questions or to facilitate 

discussion (as needed or at specific “check points” in the worksheet). 

3. Problem-based learning 

        Students work in groups to solve complex, multifaceted, and realistic problems, researching 

and learning necessary background material as needed. 

4. Computer simulations and games 

        Students use interactive computer simulations or online games to visualize phenomena, test  

predictions, receive prompt, targeted feedback to refine their intuitions, and conduct and  

analyze virtual experiments. 

5. Group tests 

         A test is given twice to the same students. The first time, students answer the questions  

individually (as in a normal test) and submit their answer sheets.  Then students are allowed  

to work in groups and re-take the same test The two scores (individual and group) are averaged. 

 

10. Programme monitoring and evaluation mechanisms and summary of results   

Programme monitoring and evaluation mechanisms:  

 

                In the evaluation of the project of  “Promoting morality, Contributing the reading 

behavior, and Anti-drugs” in academic year 2012, the number of contributors to all 100 participants 

there was 57 females, 43 males, and 43.0 percent male and 57.0 percent female, the contributors 

male was more than female . The study has led to the analysis of data is discussed as follows. 

                The moral was  promoted a better understanding of the activities to promote values 

education not excuse kindness , generosity and helping others whenever working together to 

achieve was on the highest level about  an average 4.36 and 4.25  

                 The evaluation of the project activities to promote reading behavior, there are all high 

level . The overall level of most comments was average 4.77 . 

                 The life skills anti-drugs activities, screening at risk for drug therapy. The comments are 

highest in on the average 4.60 and 4.54 , respectively, included in a comment to an average 4.16 . 

                                   

Summary of results:   

              The study concluded the community including parents, teachers and educational personnel. 

and students  satisfied with the project “Promoting morality, Contributing the reading behavior, and 

Anti-drugs” in academic year 2012, the overall average for all three main activities; Activities to 

promote virtue, ethics and morality,Activities to promote the development reading behavior,                

Activities to promote life skills to anti-drugs. The average level is 4.28. 

 

11. Resources used for programme implementation  

Manager, teacher, student, leader student, parent ,community, leader in community, learning area 

both inside and outside school, budget for performing project and activity. 

 

12. List of partners, local government bodies, companies or development agencies who have  

participated in the planning and implementation, including their roles in the activity/programme.      

Name of partners Roles or contributions 

Support  reading behavior  

a) Parents Model for child support reading and have 

many books in the house as a home library 
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and support activity about  knowledge from 

reading 

b) Teachers and director of school Use books and library for teaching and 

support reading in the library. Give a reward 

for student who do activity about reading and 

competition about reading in school   

c) People in the local To manage the public library for reading, 

activity, support reading and admire reader to 

be know in social. 

e) The publisher To publish books of quality, advertise 

publish, join about good leaning activity and 

support reading activity in school such as 

Week of National Books and Week of 

Library.  

f) Association of teacher, parents, reader, 

language and book, library, publisher and 

seller, education 

To promote reading activity such as the 

reading camp. 

g) Reporter  To give the time to publish a book. Theater 

companies and television drama series  

should  to compose a series from books to 

prompt reading 

h) Companies and factory To make places of reading and give books for 

employees and workers use the time to read 

(now most people watch TV) 

Support Anti-drug activity  

a) school - To choose the committees consist teacher, 

parents, policeman, businessman to do 

activity. 

- Teaching activities for our students have 

fun, challenge and attention learning. 

- To notify the policy of school clearly about 

good behavior and undesirable. 

- To contact with police station in area 

cooperation when get an accident. 

- To make diary and report serious event to 

immediately rectify 

- To invite parents always join with the 

project of school 

- To emphasize all of teachers are a good 

leader  behavior   

- To invite an expert in community join 

moral principles activity  

- Group work for students and do white 

classroom project activity 

 

b) Students - To fight temptation, gambling and quarrel  

-  To be from harm activity of school 

- To do activity to warn friends 

- To drill democracy in groups of student to 

know and respect  the rights of themselves 

and others 

- To tell about gambler, leader who have bad 

behavior to teachers and director 

- To respect in rules and mannes of students  

- To join activity in school and realize the 
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safe from environment around school 

- To do public benefit 

- To tell parents join with activity of school 

- To conduct the refuge for younger and good 

friends in group 

- Should have skills to prevent yourself to 

safety and study the work of the police, 

detention and youth‟ house.  

c) Parents - To train children with discipline, 

accountability and responsibility for their 

own learning 

- To make a roles model and give the warmth 

of a defenseless child 

- To warn their children to be good order and 

discipline and survey  in school 

- To ask the activities of the school for check 

on the condition of children in school. 

- To meet advisor and a attend parent 

meetings  to participate in school activities.  

- To give the time and the warmth with 

children. Take care of children to violent 

television and free time to advantage 

d) Community - To be the committees a Safety of school  

- To Cooperate in educational activities. 

- To support school to engage the local 

culture. 

- Take care of students  when go to school to 

safety 

- For employer should support parents who is 

employee to join with activity of the school 

- Opportunities for students to visited or train 

experiences in the establishment of the 

community. 

- To support funding for education to poor 

children in the community. 

- To help take care behavior of the youth and 

report to director of school.   

 

Support Moral principles   

a) school - To support the budget about the moral 

camping 

- To invite an expert in community join 

moral principles activity  

 

b) teacher - Teaching activities for our students have 

fun, challenge and attention learning. 

 

c) Monk - To teaches moral for students every 

Monday and special day 
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13. Benefits/Impacts/ positive outcomes of the activity/programme to teachers, students, parents and 

the community   

        1. students teachers and community  was educated  about morality, development of  the 

reading behavior and  the harmful drugs. 
        2. Students  teachers and community have raised awareness  about morality, development of  

the  reading behavior and  the harmful drugs. 

        3. Students  teachers and community can apply the knowledge  in daily  life and can living 

happily in society. 

        4. Students  teachers and community can apply the knowledge that has been develop to help 

people and society even in the future. 

 

14. Proof of achievement from students, teachers and the community 

- Yangkampittayakom school won award of excellence level  of small school level  in 3D 

Library  assessment in 2012, Secondary Educational Service Area Office 25, Ministry of 

Education  

- Yangkampittayakom school has got a second award of excellence level  of small school 

level  to love reading activities in 2012, Secondary Educational Service Area Office 25, 

Ministry of Education. 

- Yangkampittayakom school has passed the assessment of White school(Anti-Drugs) in 

outstanding level in 2013 , Secondary Educational Service Area Office 25, Ministry of 

Education. 

- Yangkampittayakom school has got the diploma for supporting the promotion of ethics 

training of khonkaen‟s students in 2011, khonkaen cultural office collaborate with Ministry 

of Culture. 

 

15. Plan for sustainability and plan for the future    

Plan for sustainability:   

          Students, teachers, parents as a morality have  had  the  reading behavior can take away from 

the drugs  that are available to help educate others. 

 

Plan for the future:   

           Students, teachers, parents as a morality have had the  reading can take away from the drugs  

that are available to help educate others. Learning to develop Yangkampittayakpm school  for   

loyal  charity  school. 

 

16. List of attachments such as a copy of the school plan, learning/ teaching materials, samples of 

student worksheet, manual, etc. If the attached materials are in the local language, please 

provide a brief description in English language.     

Attachment 1)  The Project of  “Promoting morality, Contributing the reading behavior, and Anti-

drugs” is on behalf of  Yangkampittayakom school (Thai Version) 
Attachment 2  Proof of achievement 

Attachment 3………………. 

Attachment 4…………………. 

Attachment 5…………………… 
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17. Photos related to the activity/programme  (Maximum of 10 photos with captions in English) 

 

3D Library 

Pictures and activities 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 1 Show  the avidity for learning that is the one of  values education. Students can read 

or search the knowledge  from many sources in 3D library. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Picture 2. 
     Show  the 3D library Assessment  and  Yangkampittayakom  school  got  the reward in  Excellent  level. 
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Moral & Ethics  

Pictures & Activities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 3. 

Show the student’s moral. ( Students show the faithful in religion, especially in Holy days. 

Because of the religion can refine the moral and ethics in their minds.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 4. Show the faithful of the religion, supporting by the temples around our school. 
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Picture 5. 

Show the students enjoy with activities in the ethic’s camp for refine their mind.( the love of 

religion, one of values education) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 6. 

                    Show the student’s meditation before beginning to study in everyday. 
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White school (Anti Drugs) 

 

              

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Picture 7. Show the relationship between school and hospital to anti drugs in our school. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture 8. Show the relationship between The police and student to anti drug.  
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White school (Anti Drug) 

 

              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Picture 9. Show the students spent their free time to play sports avoid the drugs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture 10. Show the students spent their free time to compete dancing contest  avoid the 

drugs. 
 
 

 

 

 


